Bacterial infection of cardiomyostimulator abdominal pocket following cardiomyoplasty procedure: an original approach to preserve synchronous muscle stimulation.
Dynamic cardiomyoplasty (DC) represents a new technique in therapy for refractory heart failure. So far, DC has been applied to more than 500 cases worldwide but reports on postoperative complications and related management are still lacking. We present the case of a patient suffering from refractory chronic heart failure for which the DC procedure was applied also accompanied by the complication of an infection process at the cardiomyostimulator pocket that began 2 weeks postoperatively. Following trials with several unsuccessful conservative approaches, an original procedure was developed to temporarily retain the implanted stimulation system, while at the same time maintain the synchronous contractions of the wrapped muscle. Finally, reimplantation of the pacing system was achieved with a low-risk procedure, effective cardiac assistance was preserved, and the infection process was arrested 3 years following DC.